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Correction to Issue 3:
We would like to apologise for
incorrectly attributing the photograph
used in the ‘And Finally . . .’ image
panel in issue 3. The photograph used
was by Evad and not by Dan Olek or
René Felderer as printed.
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Jade’s Regular Contributors
Joseph Bore ~ ‘Sex Life of the Southern Belle’
American cartoonist Joe has contributed his humour to many
world-famous publications. Now he puts his pen and wit to work
for Jade, with a series of fun cartoons based on the sex life of the
wayward and foxy ‘Southern Belle’.
Ralph Storer ~ ‘Strange and Bizarre World of Sex’
Ralph is a psychology graduate and best-selling author. In
addition to his guidebooks he is author of ‘Sex Challenge’, a
book of trivia quizzes, which form the basis of his interesting
snippets for Jade.
Tully Summers ~ ‘The Dark and Carnal Arts of Lady Ashland’
Tully works as an illustrator and sculptor on famous Hollywood
blockbuster movies, but also has a passion for art and storytelling.
‘Ashland’ is his first serialisation outside the USA and is exclusive
to Jade.
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